Cell Line Information


**Proper Citation**: (RRID:CVCL_5248)

**Description**: Cell line C75 is a Cancer cell line with a species of origin Homo sapiens (Human)

**Sex**: Male

**Disease**: Colon adenocarcinoma

**Defining Citation**: PMID:8464898, PMID:10737795, PMID:16418264, PMID:18258742, PMID:23272949, PMID:25926053, PMID:29101300


**Category**: Cancer cell line

**Organism**: Homo sapiens (Human)

**Name**: C75

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for C75.
No alerts have been found for C75.

Data and Source Information

Source: Cellosaurus

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.